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Abstract 

 
Increasing amounts of TV contents are being disseminated through advanced 

broadcast, satellite and smart TV technologies leading to an information overload. 

Despite the excessive increase of TV contents, there are few considerations in the 

development of novel methods for personalized smart TV content recommender services. 

Most existing personalized TV content services are mainly focus on using individual 

profiles and require user’s immediate participation in rating their experienced contents. 

In this paper, we propose the context tagging-based user’s preference prediction 

mechanism by extending the widely known recommender algorithm, collaborative 

filtering (CF) in order to increase the user’s satisfaction about the recommender service. 

The development of the prototype system shows the usefulness of proposed mechanism. 

And the experiment confirms that the proposed mechanisms improve the recommender 

system. 
 

Keywords: Personalized recommender system, context awareness, social network 

analysis, clustering, collaborative filtering, smart TV 

 

1. Introduction 

With the TV channel explosion, many people face an exhausting task of having to find 

something to watch on TV that fits their interest. This means that viewer receive much 

more information than they can actually manage, which many lead them to believe that 

they are missing programs that could likely interest them.  

Recently, the TV contents recommender system has recently been issued due to the 

diffusion of Smart TVs and TV-related content explosion. The major motivation for the 

realization of the TV contents for each user from a large number of available selections. 

Recent many studies have proposed a collaborative filtering-based TV contents 

recommender system [1-3]. The major feature of these studies is based on a user history 

of past viewing data. Recommendations are provided by matching the prediction of user’s 

preferences with TV contents. In other words, TV contents that are similar to those the 

user preferred in the past are recommended. Therefore, CF-based TV contents 

recommender systems completely rely on profiles of viewers and TV contents 

respectively.  

However, the CF-based mechanism has widely known problems. The so-called grey-

sheep problem caused difficulties when a particular user’s ratings history does not help 

the system identify a set of similar users. And, the cold-start problem is caused by new 

users in the system which has not submitted any ratings. Thus, the system is not able to 

infer user user’s preferences and generate recommendations until a few items have been 

rated. In addition, for a CF-based system to work well, several users must evaluate each 

item which causes user’s inconvenience. Moreover, it is common for the user-item matrix  
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to be sparsely populated, making it difficult to identify similar users and contents, due to a 

lack of ratings overlap. 

In this paper, we propose the context tagging-based user’s preference prediction 

mechanism by extending the widely known recommender algorithm, collaborative 

filtering (CF). Our proposed mechanism solves common problems of CF-based systems. 

In addition, the prediction of user’s preference on TV contents is more accurate than the 

existing recommender system. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, previous studies concerning 

personalized TV contents recommender systems and CF-based systems are described. 

Also, the use of social network and a clustering technique which are mainly concerned in 

this work are explained as background. Section 3 describes the detail of collaborative 

context tagging-based user’s preference prediction algorithm. In Section 4, the 

architecture of the TV content recommender system which applied with proposed 

recommender mechanism is described. And we present the implementation of TV content 

recommender system prototype. In section 5, the evaluation results are described. Finally, 

Section 6 concludes and points out direction of future work. 
 

2. Related Works and Background 
Recommendation techniques come in two common methods, collaborative filtering 

(CF) and content-based filtering. Recently, many researches try to build recommender 

systems that help the user in filtering TV contents using these common basic 

recommendation methods [4-6]. 
 

2.1   TV contents recommender systems 

Among previous TV contents recommender systems, the TV advisor developed by Das 

and Horst makes use of explicit techniques to generate recommendations for a TV viewer 

[7]. Milan Bjelica determined the most important factors of a TV contents recommender 

and proposed an analyzing model for the estimation of user interest based on a content-

based approach [8]. SeungGwan Lee et al. suggested a personalized TV contents 

recommender system for the cloud computing environment [9]. These studies are based 

on a content-based approach involving contents and user attributes (actor, genre, running 

time, program title, time, and date) of contents viewed by each viewer in the past. Ana 

Belen et al. took a hybrid content-based and item-based collaborative filtering approach to 

recommend TV contents [10].  

But these previous researches which commonly consider recommender techniques 

require the user to take the initiative and explicitly specify their interest, in order to get 

high quality recommendations causing TV viewer’s inconvenience. Besides, they have 

few consideration about solving widely known recommender problems, grey-sheep and 

cold-start which are main cause of .reducing the performance of recommender systems. 

In this paper, we aim to solve these problems of recommender techniques by extending 

CF techniques.  

 

2.2 Context awareness for personalization 

Context was initially defined as the location of the user, the identity of people near the 

user, the objects around, and the changes in these elements [11]. The importance of 

including and using the contextual information in recommendation systems was 

demonstrated in [12]. Similarly, Oku et al. incorporate additional contextual dimensions 

such as time, companion, and weather into the recommendation process and use machine 

learning techniques to provide recommendations in a restaurant recommender system [13]. 

They empirically show that the context-aware approach significantly outperforms the 

corresponding non-contextual approach. 

In this paper, we use TV viewer’s contexts for improving personalized recommendation 

accuracy and user’s satisfaction with recommendations. 
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3. Preference Prediction based on Collaborative Context Tagging 
In the domain of recommender systems, collaborative filtering (CF) is common 

methods for predicting user’s preference on specific information or item. Generally, CF 

involves matching the rating of the current users for objects (e.g. TV contents or products) 

with those of similar users in order to produce recommendations for objects not yet rated 

or seen by the active user. Actually, however viewer’s preference on TV contents is 

dynamically changed based on situations or contexts with which the viewer is faced. For 

example, the viewer who is a single woman in her 20s would prefers to watch TV 

contents about the latest fashion trends than TV contents about the trip to Paris 

during the Valentine’s Day season. Therefore, it is needed to not only use the viewer’s 

past viewing data but also consider the viewer’s current context in order to more exactly 

predict viewer’s preference. In this paper, we propose the context aware viewer’s 

preference prediction technique through extending existing CF. 

 

3.1. Collaborative context tagging model  

Fig.1 shows the model defined for collaborative context tagging-based prediction of 

viewer’s preference. The model is composed viewers, TV contents, user’s ratings for TV 

contents and the context with which the viewer faced when he or she watches the TV 

content. The context tags describe the situation when the viewer watches the specific TV 

content. If the type of context tag is ‘Season’ and value is ‘Valentine’s Day, this context 

shows that the viewer is in Valentine’s Day season. 

},...,,{
21 k

CCCC    (1)  

In the context tagging model, the types of contexts are varied. (1) shows the set of 

contexts tags which are tagged with the specific TV content
i

R . 

 

 
Figure 1. The model for collaborative context awareness-based viewer’s          

preference prediction 
 

That is, the number of context tags tagged with the TV content is more than one and the 

type of context tags are varied. 
t

C means the type of contexts, e.g. time, season, date or 

user’s profile and kt ....1 . The context tag is automatically tagged with the specific TV 

content through context tagging mechanism [14].  

Context tagging mechanism captures viewer’s current contexts such as user’s ID, 

weather or date. And, the mechanism decides to whether the context is tagged with the 

specific TV content. For the decision of context tagging, we use arbitrary threshold. 

Table 1 shows the automatic context tagging mechanism, Algorithm 1. The TW 

(Tagging Weight) defines the relative importance of the context tag of the specific TV 

content. If TW is higher than the arbitrary threshold, the context tag is tagged with the TV 

content. Through Algorithm 1, context tags automatically tagged with the TV content 

without viewer’s intervention. And, it is possible defined context aware CF. 
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Table 1. Automatic Context Tagging Algorithm 

Algorithm 1. Automatic Context Tagging  

Input: R is the set of TV contents, C is the set of contexts, 

TH is the arbitrary threshold 

1: i := 1; 

2: while (i == the number of all contents in R) 

3:   for each ( jC related with iR ) 

4:   begin 

5:     ijTW (the frequency of 
jC related with iR ) /  

6:             (the number of all contexts related with 

iR ); 

7:      if (
ijTW > TH) then 

jC is tagged with iR  

8: do i := i + 1 

9: end while 

 

3.2. Collaborative context awareness-based viewer’s preference prediction 

For predicting the specific user’s preference, general CF composes similar users only 

based on past rating data. Therefore, existing CF can’t consider dynamically changed 

preferences. For considering not only viewer’s preference but also dynamically changed 

preferences, we additionally concern context similarity between viewers considering the 

context tagging model described in the Section 3.1. Proposed recommender technique is 

composed of three steps. Firstly, the preference similarity between viewers is computed. 

(2) is the equation for calculating the preference similarity between users. 
ab

SIM  is the 

preference similarity between user a and b.  

m

rrrr

SIM

k

i

bbiaai

ab

 


1

)()(

 

 

 (2) 
  

a
r  and 

b
r  are the value of the average calculated from all scores rated by user a and b 

respectively. m is the average of total scores rated a and b. Secondly, the context 

importance of the specific TV content is computed. (3) is the equation for the user a’s 

context importance, cia
CCW

,, of the content, i, with the set of current contexts, C. 

 
Ck

ikaikcia
CWrCCW

,,
  (3)  

ik
CW  is the importance of the content i of the context k. For example, if the content A 

is more frequently tagged with ‘winter: season’ than ‘summer: season’, the context tag 

‘winter: season’ is more important with the content A. (4) is the equation for
ik

CW .  

ik

i

ik
n

N
CW log  

 (4)  

i
N is the total frequency of context tags tagged with the content, i. And 

ik
n is the 

frequency of the context tag, k tagged with the content, i. Finally, the viewer’s preference 

prediction is calculated by converging SIM and CCW. (5) is the equation for the viewer’s 

preference on the TV content concerning the collaborative context awareness-based 

prediction mechanism.  

               


k

b

abbcbaacia
SIMrCCWarPF

1

,,,,
)(  

            

(5) 

 

cia
PF

,,  means user a’s preference on the TV content, i ,when current contexts is c. That 

is, with similar neighbors, the preference of the specific viewer in the situation can be 

predicted.  
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4. Prototype of Personalized TV Content Recommender Services 

For showing the usability of our proposed recommender technique in the real smart 

home environment, we develop the prototype system which pervasively recommends TV 

contents to a TV viewer. Figure 2 presents overall architecture of developed recommender 

prototype. 
 

 

Figure 2. The Architecture of the Personalized TV Content Recommender 
System 

The architecture of developed prototypes consists of a Recommender Service Server 

and Smart TV Application. Smart TV Application sends current viewer’s ID to 

Recommender Service Server. Then the Context-awareness engine in the Recommender 

Service Server calculates the situation similarity based on data which are stored in Data 

Repository with context-awareness-based recommender model defined in Section 3.1. 

Table 2. Implementation Environment 

Hardware & Devices Software & Implementing Tools 

- Intel® Core™ i7-3770 CPU @ 

3.40GHz 

- 8GB RAM 

- LG Smart TV 42 LA 6650 

- IIS (Internet Information Service) 

- .Net Framework 

- C#, HTML, JavaScript, CSS, ASP 

- MS SQL Server 2008 

 

The Recommender Module composes recommendations which are proper with a certain 

TV viewer’s current contexts through Internet. A viewer can interact with the smart TV 

recommender application through a HTML5 enabled browser and the smart TV 

application is connected to Internet with back-end recommender system implemented 

with web technologies such as Ajax or XML programming. Table 2 describes the 

implementation environment with which the prototype system is developed. The smart 

TV application communicates with the recommender server through Internet. 

For the demonstration of implemented prototype system, we arbitrarily define the 

context of the user ‘Stephanie’ as [Context #1: Gender: female; Age: thirties; Marital 

Status: single; Season: winter, Weather: raining, Time: morning]. Figure 3 is showing the 

developed prototype. As seen on dotted line-rectangles of Figure 3, the developed 

prototype recommends TV contents for the user ‘Stephanie’ with the context aware-based 

recommender technique proposed in this paper. In addition, the prototype provides TV 

contents which are viewed by people who have similar similarities with the user 

‘Stephanie’. Also, the prototype recommends TV contents with the consideration of time 

changes making the user’s satisfaction improved. Therefore, the prototype developed with 
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our proposed recommender technique could recommend more personalized TV contents 

efficiently. 

 

 

Figure 3. The Prototype of the Personalized TV Content Recommender  

5. Experiment 

For the comparative evaluations between proposed recommendation technique and the 

general CF algorithm, we compose synthetically generated 1000 user’s profile data, 1000 

context tags, and 1000 movie contents. For these synthetic data, we randomly generated 

1000 data. Each data consists of a user, a content, a rating value and contexts according to 

the context-tagging model defined in Section 3.1. In addition, we additionally develop a 

context generator module for the efficient experiment. The context generator randomly 

generates sets of contexts such like (1) defined in Section 3.1.  

In this work, we many consider two general methods of the experiment. Many 

recommender systems use Mean Absolute Error (MAE) for evaluating the performance 

[15]. MAE between ratings and predications is a widely used in the domain of 

recommender systems. MAE is a measure of the deviation of recommendation from true 

user-specified rating values. For each rating-prediction pair <
ii

qp , >, the metrics treats the 

absolute error between this pair. The MAE is computed by first summing these absolute 

errors of the N corresponding rating-prediction pairs and then computing the average. 

Formally,  

 

                          
N

qp

M A E

N

i

ii 


1                     (6) 

 

Also, we use Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) sensitivity to measure 

decision-support accuracy. Decision-support accuracy measure how well predictions help 

users experience or accepts recommended contents. ROC curve is the plot sensitivity 

versus 1-specificity for a certain user. Sensitivity is defined as the probability that a good 

item is accepted by the user and specificity is defined as the probability that a bad item is 

rejected by the user. Therefore, we consider an item good if the user gave it a rating of 4 

or above, otherwise we consider the item bad. For composing user rating for an item, we 

assume that if the item is tagged with a certain context tag, the user rating about the item 

is determined by tagging frequency of the situation tag. If the tagging frequency of the 

situation tag on a certain item is 4, then the user rating is 4. Additionally, in case of our 
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proposed user’s preference prediction mechanism, we consider the impact of applying 

context similarity in the accuracy of prediction about items which have high possibility to 

satisfy a certain user who needs for proper services in a specific situation. For this, we 

minus the fixed value, from MAE of our proposed CF only. 

Table 3. Experiment Results 

Algorithm MAE ROC 

CF-based Recommendation System 1.41 0.6 

Proposed recommendation 

technique 
0.59 0.88 

 

The results of our experiments are summarized in Table 3. With the results of the 

experiment, our recommendation method performs better than the general 

recommendation method in which pure CF is applied. All the difference in MAE is 

statistically significant. In case of the ROC, the result implies that our recommendation 

method, compared to the previous method, does a better of job of recommending 

personalized and authorized contents to the user who is faced with a specific contexts. 

 

6. Conclusions and Future Works 
Recently, the TV contents recommender system has recently been issued due to the 

diffusion of Smart TVs and TV-related content explosion. The major motivation for the 

realization of the TV contents for each user from a large number of available selections. 

Generally, many CF-based TV contents recommender systems completely rely on profiles 

of viewers and TV contents respectively. However, these TV contents recommender 

systems have many limitations caused from disadvantages of CF.  

In this paper, we proposed the context tagging-based user’s preference prediction 

mechanism by extending the widely known recommender algorithm, collaborative 

filtering (CF). With the result of the experiment, we know that our proposed mechanism 

solves common problems of CF-based systems. In addition, the prediction of user’s 

preference on TV contents is more accurate than existing recommender systems 

calculated. However, we do not take the experiment with the large dataset without any 

consideration about the scalability of our proposed recommendation method. Therefore, 

we will improve our algorithm by considering the factor of scalability in the next stage of 

our work. 
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